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This is the lobby. It is where you 
can choose a game to play and 
manage your settings.



Here  
you can switch between  day and night Mode

Choose a game  
to start playing

If there are different 
modes supported in a game you 
can switch between them here



CLICK the cogwheel to Choose between Click or  
Drag mode

Click mode highlights a chosen stack to be moved. THEN clicking on the  Target Stack will move the cards

In drag mode you  
can  just drag a  
chosen stack to  

the target 
location



You can choose from different 
cardbacks here. The first two are 
available FROM STart. The others are 
unlocked BY achievements.

250 wins in 
scorpion

250 wins in 
freecell

250 wins in 
klondike easy

250 wins in 
Spider 1S

Any 10 wins

Here you wins are shown for the chosen mode and  
game



Start a new Game 
with this button if you see no more options

Exit the current game and return to the lobby

In any game mode:



Toggle the music on 

or off by clicking on the  

GramophonE 

Switch tracks by clicking 
on the record

In any game mode: Mute or unmute 
sound effects

Volume 
slider

Track name
The following achievements will unlock new tracks: . 100 wins in  Klondike hard mode .100 wins in spider 2-suit .10 wins in spider 4-suite



Place aces  
on these Stacks. Put subsequent cards of the same suite on top. The game is won if all cards are on those  

stacks

On move stacks you can  
append cards or cardstacks of 
alternating colours and a Value 
lower by 1. eg here: FOUR of clubs 

or spades

Klondike!
Draw fresh cards 

to place on ace- or 
Move-stacks

In easy mode you can choose to draw 1 card or 3 cards 
at a time

If you manage to get a 
free movestack, you can place any 

king on it



On an empty space you can place any card or CardstAck you like

On move stacks you can  
append cards or cardstacks of a 

value lower by one. However you can 
only move stacks of the same 

suite and well ordered

Spider

Apart from the lobby 
you can directly change 
THE game Mode on the 

pyramid

Draw Cards from the  
stacks here If you need more 
Options. This is only possible 

if all the stacks on top 
are occupied The goal is to create stacks of a 

full SET of the same suite from  
King (top) to ace (bottom).  
A full set is auto-removed.  

you win when there are no cards 
left



These are your “FREE CELLS” to manoeuvre cards arounD. each can hold 1  
card

FreeCell

Aces and then  
subsequent cards of the  
same suite will be auto 

stacked on the stacks Here

You win the game if all Cards 
end up auto-stacked on the 

ace Stacks

On movestacks you can  
append cards or cardstacks of 

alternating colours and a value lower 
by one. eg here: Queen of clubs or  

spades. You can only move cardstacks 
with a length that would  

Fit on your free slots

If you prefer  
a swapped layout with ACE- 

and FreeCell-Stacks 
click this button



In spider and scorpion mode there is a NEW beta feature that lets you undo your moves.  
use at your own 

risk

Scorpion

If you need more options 
clicking this stack will deal 

3 more cards - that’s all

You win the game if all cards 
got auto stacked to the top slots

If you have a stack with a full set of 
cards of the same suite in order from 
king (TOP) to ACE (bottom) the set gets 

auto-placeD on these stacks

You can append any card or card- 
stack with the same suite and a lower value 

of one. Eg. Here: 10 of spades. A hole stack can 

be moved that way, no matter the order within 

that stack as long as the top fits the lowest 
card in the new position.


